Abstract -The exponential increase of multimedia services by the mobile users requires seamless connectivity with costeffective Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning. For providing such on-demand QoS, the network needs to utilize the radio channels among the Mobile Hosts (MHs) effectively. We use vector genetic algorithm (VGA) for temporal imploration of sharable channel(s) from the neighbouring cell(s) to fulfill the needs of a cell. We propose a new micro-level temporal channel imploration mechanism (MiCi), which promptly allocates available borrowing channel(s) of the neighbouring cell(s) to the needy cell. The novelty of MiCi is scalability, high availability, and on-demand allocation of the channels to the desired cells. The performance of our model has been tested by simulation against a standard FCA scheme as well as a Greedy Borrowing Heuristic. In all the test cases MiCi shows promising results in comparison to both the schemes.
INTRODUCTION
In a mobile cellular network each cell is assigned a set of channels to provide services to the individual MHs. The rapidly increasing demand of multimedia services with on-demand QoS provisioning to the MHs has become a major concern of mobile network designates [1] . The Channel Assignment Problem (CAP) concerns with allocation of available channels among the cells, so as to optimize the channel utilization. Since no adjacent cells can share any channel, CAP can be shown to be equivalent to graph-colouring problem, which is known to be NP-complete [2] . Obtaining an optimal solution for a large search space is impractical due to exponential time complexity. As a result, most of the proposed CAP in the literature is either based on some heuristics [3] [4] [5] or some evolutionary approach [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
An inherent demerit of neural networks is convergence to local optima [13] and simulated annealing though guarantees global optimal solution, but suffers from a slow convergence rate [14] . GA-based approaches have been acknowledged to provide near optimal global solution with faster rate of convergence [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Several researchers have used different GA-based approaches [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] on macro-level channel allocation and compared their performance with Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) [7] and some heuristic methods [6] with different network parameters. However, none of the discussed methods have so far focused on micro-level channel allocation to the cells. Our proposed model Micro-level Channel imploring (MiCi) borrows channel(s) from the neighbouring cell(s) by temporal requesting to the cells in which sharable channels are available. It exploits the inherent potential of GA with the incorporation of seeding for initialization of the population and non-trivial single point crossover which does not lose the original information in next generation iteration process.
The CAP and various approaches are described in Section 2. Our proposed network model, Vector GA (VGA) and its use in solving the addressed problem is discussed in Section 3. The simulation environment, its parameters and performance results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.
THE CHANNEL ALLOCATION PROBLEM (CAP)
The available bandwidths or channels are critical resources of a cellular network. This resource needs to be allocated among the cells so as to maximize its utilization. Any bandwidth addition to a mobile network is an expensive task [15] .
The CAP is to allocate the available channels among the cells in a "fair share" manner to improve the overall performance of the network. When the number of MHs exceeds the number of available channels in a cell, the probability of call blocking, call dropping and packet loss rate increase. In such situations channel(s) may be borrowed from the neighbouring cells (if available) to fulfill the QoS demands of the users. Now the problem is to determine when and from whom, how much to borrow. Several methods like FCA (Fixed Channel Allocation) [4, 5] , DCA (Dynamic Channel Allocation) [3, 4, 10, 12, 15] and HCA (Hybrid Channel Allocation) [3, 6, 7] with different performance metrics have been proposed earlier. Our work focuses on the FCA scheme with channel borrowing optimized using a Vector Genetic Algorithm (VGA) on a micro level.
An MH can move from one cell to another cell. The transition of the MH from one to its neighbouring cell may suffer blocking due to non-availability of required channel in the new cell. The objective of CAP is to minimize the average blocking probability. There are several metrics which may be used to evaluate the performance such as the average number of "hot cells" in the network region. A cell is termed to be hot if it does not possess a channel to allocate to a host in case of handoff.
Several methods like channel sharing and cell splitting also address this problem. Considering the type of borrowing from other cells, channel borrowing schemes can also be enumerated as macro-level or micro-level. In macro-level approach, all the cells of the network are evaluated and then a decision is taken based on the performance metrics obtained. However in a microlevel approach, the evaluation of the problem is only considered at a cellular level. That is, only a single neighbours is considered before a borrowing
The advantage of using a micro-level ap to a macro-level approach is that in the deci size of the solution space is reduced and th of our proposed VGA improves. Also in a only address the cells where borrowing is solutions are not present in the final implementation of the micro-level approac to current network infrastructure as the borr be made at a Base Station (BS), rather location such as the Mobile Switching C distributing the load. 
MiCi: THE PROPOSED MODEL
Our proposed model MiCi has two p Model and another is Vector Genetic Algor Both the models are described in the followi
Network Model
We consider the network to be of recta composed of 25 hexagonal cells. Any cell have up to 6 neighbours as shown in F marginal increase in complexity due to network, which can be easily overcome lookup-table, tabulated only once, at the be of Mobile Hosts: An MH in the simu which requires a channel in order transaction. The movement of th simulation of the model. Our netw area, where the movement of the host moves from one cell to any o remains in the same cell in the n of MHs is kept constant by not network region.
3.2
The VGA Model A Genetic Algorithm (GA) algorithm based on Darwin's prin combines the exploitation of past can also mimic some of the fl structured yet randomized inform selection of the fittest technique.
A normal, unmodified ge encoding of the variable and a sim applied to the problem, was found not represent members of the s maintain the validity of the operation, the genetic operators modified version of the genetic Independent Vector GA, preserv The variables are mapped as a 2D (a) and are described in Secti restrictive in the sense, at best a v allowed during cross over.
This also results in a much trade off in this scheme is the crossover operation both in computational. However, the complexity of the crossover is of rate and results in an overall decrea solution. 
a) Encoding
In our VGA approach the encodin integral discrete scheme where a member composed of 7 chromosomes and each ch genes. The four different fields are described 
c) Solution Space
The solution space of the algor thus:
Let each neighbour of cell i has channels. Each chromosome has 7 one is used for data storage. Eac number of values. Thus the soluti of . While a small value o of a brute force hill climbing meth escalate the time complexity of exponential manner.
A GA is said to be efficient, if it number of iterations. W size of the population, and searc practical situation when the num BS exceeds 50, the numbers of po
d) Fitness Calculation
The fitness value is used t testing their quality. Each chromo solution in the search space is ass to the predetermined factors. P remove infeasible or unacceptab values. The factors considered for The fitness function applied in abstracted as follows: fitness (childGene) = Channel channels borrowed) -(β x cell pop Where α, β, µ and γ are of the ng mechanism is an of the population is hromosome has four d as re ber of free channels, present, and cell type 4). Cell type 0 has 6 atisfied) { respectively. Thus solutions obta recombined with the existing pop order can be modified in order to factors. The last factor γ is a ra affects only the fitness of the child This is incorporated to protect the being able to differentiate between
e) Seeding
Seeding is the process of sele faster convergence of the GA. I performed by borrowing k = 1, 2 channels required by the cell, fr neighbour has at least n channels. the initialized population is calc with corresponding indices.
f) Crossover
The standard crossover me point or two point crossover are approach as this would lead to highly restrictive non-standard implemented with a single cut po safe. 
Figure 4 An example of crossover operation between Parent A and Parent B
The crossover operation defined in our VGA scheme utilises the data in the first two columns of a member of the population matrix. The fixed cut point is taken which divides the matrix into two portions, the first row and the rest of the matrix. For the 2 nd half of the child matrix, the values for the parents are compared and the lower value is copied into the child. Then the copied values are compared with the original request to determine the magnitude of difference and this difference is subtracted from the original value of blocked host for the cell requesting for channels. The crossover operation produces only one child. The parents are removed from the population and the child is re-inserted into the population after the child succeeded in its fitness test. An example of the said crossover operation is illustrated in Figure 4 . Values marked by "-" are ignored during the crossover operation.
Child
Original Request 0 4 14 0 0 4 14 0 Figure 5 . A sample input and output of VGA A request for five channels is made and the corresponding information of the neighbours is passed to the VGA and the return is displayed as shown in Figure 6 .
h) GA Termination Conditions
The proposed VGA terminates if any one of the following conditions are reached: 1. the size of the population reduces to 1 2.
the fittest chromosome doesn't require any channel 3.
the size of the population is 2 and both members represent the same solution.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section we present the results of the simulation studies, carried out by us.
Simulation Environment
As a benchmark the standard FCA has been used. The micro-level VGA borrowing scheme is compared against the FCA and Greedy Borrowing Heuristic scheme. The standard test conditions are described as follows:
A uniform host distribution indicates an equal number of hosts present in each cell. Maximum supported hosts is the total number of host which can be supported by the entire network region under ideal conditions, i.e. Number-of-cells * Channelsper-Cell. The performance of our proposed VGA was analysed over a is taken at each iteration point which is represented in Table 2 .
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In [6] four number of simulations were carried out: two simulations for FCA scheme and other two are for borrowing SB Greedy Heuristic for all the test cases. The percentage of blocking at maximum load was seen to be around 3.75% for the proposed model where it is 7% (approx.) in [6] and 5.5% in [7] . The robustness of MiCi is attributed to the incorporation of VGA, which keeps the variable separate through out the number of generations and also carries out the seeding at the beginning of execution of the model. The novelty of the proposed scheme is to support high load and scaling to a large network in such a manner that its overall performance is better both on a short and macro layer implementations in [6] , [7] and [11] with respect to number of blocked hosts. As a future work, we plan to consider Support Vector Machine (SVM) with VGA for channel allocation. [2] W. K. Hale, "Frequency assignment: theory and assignment," 
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a Micro-layer temporal Channel imploring (MiCi) mechanism for Mobile Hosts (MHs) in wireless network which incorporates a Vector GA (VGA) for effective utilization of available channels in the network. Simulation studies were carried out with a network of rectangular shape containing 25 cells. The adoption of micro-
